
Our growing company is hiring for a mgr, finance. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for mgr, finance

Interact with local and global senior leadership to conduct Learning &
Development needs assessments for the Finance hubs in the region
Partner with team counterparts in the other major Finance hubs to leverage
best practices and implement global learning solutions
Manage select global initiatives chosen to be implemented for all Finance
Collating the training MIS for inputs to the Global Finance L&D Team for
periodic reporting of training metrics to senior leaders
Introduce and lead changes in internal business process and serve as an
expert resource to internal and external management at all levels
Identifies project resource needs and assembles and manages the project
team to ensure timely focus on the project activities
Quantifies and articulates desired outcomes and measurements to include
costs, benefits, and return on investment
To provide marketing team with financial information, advice and KPI on
Brand and Trade Marketing plans and activities, to facilitate effective decision
making and improve efficiency and effectiveness of spend
Working closely with Brand team and Factory to monitor product cost in
order to keep the cost base at the reasonable level and looking for
productivity saving opportunity for BAT Taiwan & Hong Kong
To co-ordinate and drive the preparation of the Marketing budget/plan and
to provide accurate

Qualifications for mgr, finance

Example of Mgr, Finance Job Description
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Possesses intellectual agility
A successful track record of continuously driving simplification in processes
and improving tools
Ability to work in a changing environment and continually improve processes
Ability to supervise a staff of 6+ and to work closely with other department
managers and staff
Strong knowledge and work history of accounting theory and US GAAP


